Clomipramine in obsessive-compulsive disorder.
The effects of clomipramine hydrochloride (CMI) versus placebo upon DSM-III-defined obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) were assessed in a 10-week double-blind multicenter trial and in a corresponding 1-year double-blind extension study. The NIMH global O-C scale, a 15-point ordinal severity scale, incorporating categorical features specific to OCD, was used to evaluate the severity of obsessive compulsive symptoms over the course of treatment, and a physician's rating of global therapeutic effect was used to assess overall change from baseline. In the core study, patients receiving placebo demonstrated minor and nonsystematic changes, whereas patients who received CMI had clinically and statistically significant reductions in the global severity of their disorder. Findings from the extension study were consistent with continuing efficacy for CMI, whereas corresponding data for patients receiving long-term placebo were difficult to interpret. Based upon shifts in categorical severity, symptoms for over half those patients who received CMI were rendered subclinical or within a range of normal functioning. In contast, less than 5% of patients receiving placebo had their symptoms reduced to a subclinical level. Generally, both treatments were well tolerated. Previous studies have indicated therapeutic potential for CMI in obsessive compulsive disorder. These findings confirm and extend previous observations.